We present a concept for a high-resolution EUV/soft X-ray imager that has much in common with the medical imaçng procedure of tomography. The resulting instrument is compatible with a simpler, less costly spin-axis-stabihzed spacecraft. To demonstrate the fidelity of the reconstruction procedure, we simulate the observation and reconstruction process and compare the results with the original image.
INTRODUCTION
The dissipation scale in the solar corona is extremely small, with estimates ranging from « 1 to 100 km for various dissipation mechanisms. (For comparison, 1" of angular separation as measured from Earth is on the order of 750 km on the solar surface.) Therefore to make progress toward understanding the propagation and dissipation of energy within the upper solar atmosphere, it is necessary to resolve processes within the corona on extremely small spatial scales at the subarcsecond level. This trend has resulted in a steady progression toward more stable spacecraft which are necessarily more complex and more expensive.
In this Letter, we present a concept for a high-resolution EUV/soft X-ray imager which is compatible with a simpler, less costly spin-axis-stabilized spacecraft. The concept has much in common with the medical imaging procedure of tomography. For a detailed discussion of the theory as developed for medical imaging, the reader is referred to Barrett & Swindel (1981) and Kak (1984) .
2. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION Consider a telescope which images EUV or soft X-ray emission from the solar corona onto a two-dimensional detector array in the focal plane of the instrument. Such a detector might be a CCD, MAMA, delay line anode, or other similar device. If the instrument is rotating, the image taken by such a detector is blurred by the rotational motion of the image, unless the exposure time is short enough that the apparent motion is less than 1 spatial pixel in the image. For a reasonable collecting area («100 cm 2 ), the count rate can be very small (a few photons per exposure), resulting in a very noisy picture, because of photon counting statistics. One could decrease this noise by taking several snapshots and co-adding. However, this procedure results in a very inefficient duty cycle for the instrument since the exposure time must be a small fraction of the spacecraft rotation period if high spatial resolution is desired.
One could also envision time-tagging each photon event using a photon counting device, and then by knowing the rotation rate one could position each count in the unrotated frame and thereby construct an image. The problem with this approach is that the count rate is limited to approximately 10 5 photons s 1 for a typical device. If one is to reconstruct a high-resolution («1") full-disk image of the solar corona, one is forced to bin the counted photons into something on the order of 4 x 10 6 pixels. In order to obtain a reasonable number of detected events, very long integration times are required. One could get around this limitation if one considered only a limited field of view or emission distributions consisting of a small number of bright compact regions.
In this Letter we consider an alternative possibility. Suppose that the detector signal is summed in one direction and then read out as a one-dimensional projection of the twodimensional image. Since the instrument is rotating, the azimuth angle of the projection changes with time. By observing from different angles, other one-dimensional images are obtained (see Fig. 1 ). By taking a time sequence of these onedimensional images, slices from many projection angles can be obtained. Then, using image reconstruction techniques pioneered for medical imaging, the full two-dimensional image can be reconstructed on the ground. This procedure is directly analogous to computer aided tomography (CAT) scans in medical applications, where data from many lines of sight are used to generate a picture of the internal structure of the human body consistent with all of the projected data.
Each projector! effectively measures a portion of the Fourier transform of the image. To see this, consider that any intensity distribution can be represented by a sum of Fourier components, similar to that shown in Figure 2 . Any given component will oscillate from positive to negative and back many times across a given image. Because of this, for most viewing angles the net contribution to the line-integrated onedimensional image arrays will vanish. However, when a given component is viewed parallel to the direction of the phase crests, the contribution for a given component does not vanish. Thus, for a given viewing angle only Fourier components with k vectors perpendicular to the line of sight are sampled.
SAMPLE RECONSTRUCTIONS
In this section we present a few representative examples of the reconstruction process to demonstrate the feasibility of the method. In each case one-dimensional arrays simulating the p IG i _An arbitrary source is observed at some projection angle, 6. The observations obtained are one-dimensional integrals of the surface brightness. By observing from different angles, different one-dimensional projections are obtained, for example, X^ÿ) and A 2 (/). obervations were constructed from an original image by summing along rows and columns in the proper angular orientation. These arrays were then used as input for a code implementing the reconstruction algorithm. The resulting reconstructed image can be compared directly with the original image to test the fidelity of the reconstruction process.
The original image used for this study was taken from the Skylab S082A instrument (Fig. 3 [PI. L10]) and kindly provid- Fig. 2 .-Any given emission distribution can be represented as a sum of Fourier components, similar to the one shown. When the projections for a given Fourier component are calculated along a line in some arbitrary direction, the integral typically vanishes because there are roughly an equal number of peaks and valleys along the line of integration. The integral is nonvanishing only when the path of integration is parallel to the lines of constant phase (transverse to the direction of the wavevector, k). Therefore each projection measures only a small portion of the Fourier space necessary to completely describe the two-dimensional properties of the original image. The numbers on the graph are related to the spatial frequency shown and not to the detection process.
ed for the present study by Naval Research Laboratory personnel. The image was digitized to a resolution of 2048 x 2048 yielding roughly 1" pixel -^ Figure 4 (Plate Lll) shows the result of a reconstruction using 80 azimuthal projections and no detector or photon counting noise using a maximum entropy algorithm (Barrett & Swindel 1981) . The image reproduces all of the major features of the original image. The polar coronal holes, active regions, and the erupting prominence are all clearly visible in the reconstructed image. Clearly, however, this reconstructed image has a lower resolution than the original image. This can be understood if one considers the number of projections required to obtain a full-resolution reconstruction; N à = ^j-& 2985 for 1" pixels ,
v a where N# is the number of azimuthal samples, R 0 is the solar radius, and d is the width of a pixel. It is not surprising therefore that the full resolution was not obtained in the reconstruction. Computer hardware and software limitations prevented us from performing full-resolution reconstructions with the simple routines developed to date. Figure 5 (Plate LI2) shows a reconstructed image with the same parameters used for the previous image except that the effects of detector noise and photon counting statistics were simulated in forming the one-dimensional image projections before the reconstruction process was undertaken. The effective signal-to-noise ratio of these simulated observations was 200:1. The noise level is low primarily because the observations represent the sums of whole columns in the image-the noise level in any single 1 arcsec 2 pixel, if observed with the same exposure time, would have been much higher.
The requirements that this observing technique puts on the detector system can be described as follows : The detector must be capable of taking exposures shorter than the time it takes for any pixel to rotate its own length. The readout time of the detector must also be short enough that a number of projection angles can be sampled in any single rotation of the satellite. Even though the observation itself is collapsed down to one dimension, the detector must be able to see the entire region being observed at all rotation angles. For our purposes, the detector must be able to cope with the large flux rates associated with observing the Sun in bright lines such as He n 2304; however, this may not be a consideration for other astronomical observing situations.
CONCLUSIONS
The imaging scheme outlined in this Letter presents an alternative method for obtaining high-resolution images of the Sun and the solar corona based on the principles demonstrated in tomographic medical imaging. The result is an instrument which can achieve high spatial resolution images, without requiring costly, highly stable, spacecraft.
For solar imaging with 1" pixel -1 , approximately 3000 onedimensional projections are necessary to obtain full spatial resolution at the solar limb. Fewer projections are needed for full resolution over a more limited field of view. Attainable signal-to-noise ratios do not significantly degrade the reconstructed image at the current level of resolution in the reconstruction image.
